
 بسم الله الرحمن الرحیم

The Rulers of Sudan Rushing into Sin and Transgression 
to Please the Head of Terrorism - America! 

(Translated) 

As a consequence of Sudan remaining within the list of states sponsoring 
terrorism in accordance to the annual US State Department for foreign affairs report 
for the year 2015, the Sudanese foreign ministry issued today Sunday 05/06/2016 a 
statement expressing its displeasure. That is because the American statement 
confirmed the Sudan’s great cooperation in fighting against terrorism through its 
active membership in the group cooperating with the US for the East African region, 
which was formed in 2009 and is active in the field of combatting terrorism, 
strengthening the borders, combatting the activities of terrorist groups in respect to 
spreading violence and extremist ideas. The Sudanese foreign ministry report added: 
“The terrorist reports issued annually by the US State Department for foreign affairs 
still and continuously confirms the true reality of Sudan’s complete cooperation with 
the US in combatting terrorism”!! 

So what is the true reality of the terrorism that the Sudanese government is 
cooperating with America; the head of terrorism in combatting? 

And why is Sudan in return still in the American terrorism list in spite of its full 
cooperation with America? 

The word terrorism doesn’t have a precise political definition. Rather it is an 
expressed wording that is used politically to accomplish political ends. For that 
reason, we find that the lists of the states of terrorist organisations and groups differ in 
many of its details. Indeed, they even include groups and parties who only engage in 
purely political and intellectual work and do not undertake any material actions. Then 
we find that these lists prepared by states agree or differ in respect to branding 
certain groups with terrorism according to the interests of those states. For that 
reason, it is necessary to distinguish between the utilisation of the word terrorism 
politically or its usage for other ends and purposes whether they are legal or other 
than that. 

When America uses the Sudanese government to combat groups that it has 
called extremist, it only accomplishes its own interests through that, which necessarily 
contradict with the interests of the people of Sudan. As for the extremist thoughts that 
America asks the world and particularly the rulers of the Muslims to fight, then that is 
called ‘Political Islam’. This is Islam in its description as systems of life and a specific 
mode of life contrary to the civilisation of the disbelieving West. As such, thoughts 
such as the Khilafah as the ruling system in Islam, the Shar’iy woman’s clothing in the 
public life and the Hudood (prescribed set punishments of Allah) amongst other clear 
matters in Islam, would all be considered to be extremism due to its contradiction to 
the civilisation of the disbelieving West! For that reason, we here the calls of the 
leaders of the despicable disbelieving West demanding that we change Islam, Islam 
which is a Wahi (divinely inspired revelation) from Allah, just as they changed 
Christianity which had already been twisted and changed by the desires of the priests 



and monks before that. Obama said in his interview with The Atlantic Magazine on 
10/03/2016, “There is no comprehensive solution to Islamic terrorism until Islam fixes 
itself in line with modernity and conforms to some of the reforms similar to that which 
changed Christianity.” 

As for why America keeps Sudan on the terror list despite the cooperation of the 
Sudanese rulers in the sin and transgression with America in combatting terrorism, 
then that is because the rulers in Sudan are agents to America. They implement all of 
the criminal American projects and plans within Sudan which began with the 
separation of the South of Sudan and the establishment of a small state of a Christian 
character. This was followed by the Doha agreement which placed Darfur upon the 
brink of separation through a wide autonomous rule. And then there was the ‘National 
Dialogue’ (The American Lehman plan) seeking to secularise Sudan in an explicit and 
blatant manner and to fragment it. In order to take away suspicion that the rulers of 
Sudan serve the American plan to fight against Islam, for the sake of that, America 
works to keep this the situation as it is in which there is an appearance of hostility 
between the two states whilst in reality there is complete submissiveness and 
submission to the American plans and projects within Sudan! 

O people of Sudan: O you who are fasting and standing in prayer: This 
represents the true reality of the situations in your land; a life on other than the basis 
of Islam and rulers who are busy in pleasing America, working night and day to 
implement the plans of the West within our land. The obligation upon you all is to 
place your hands in the hands of those working for the sake of the resumption of the 
Islamic life via the establishment of the rightly guided Khilafah upon the methodology 
of the Prophethood. A state that works to please Allah (swt), prevents any worship to 
other than Allah alone Subhaanahu, which will sever the hand of the disbelieving 
West and carry the Khair (good of Islam) to the world as a whole.  

 

“Indeed, in this [Qur'an] is notification for a worshipping people” [Al-Anbiyaa’: 106]. 
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